Theoretical prediction of electronic structures of fully pi-conjugated zinc oligoporphyrins with curved surface structures.
A theoretical prediction of the electronic structures of fully pi-conjugated zinc oligoporphyrins with curved surface, ring, tube, and ball-shaped structures was conducted as the objective for the future development of triply meso-meso-, beta-beta-, and beta-beta-linked planar zinc oligoporphyrins. The excitation energies and oscillator strengths for the optimal ring and ball structures were calculated using the time-dependent density functional theory (DFT). Although there is an extremely small energy difference of < 0.1 eV between the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) of the ring structure relative to the same-sized triply linked planar one, the Q and B bands of the former are smaller redshifted excitation energies and intensified oscillator strengths than those of the latter due to the structurally shortened effective pi-conjugated lengths for the electron transition. It is expected that the ball structure becomes an excellent electron acceptor and shows the highly redshifted Q' band in the near-IR region relative to the monomer. The minimum value of the HOMO-LUMO energy gaps of the infinite-length ring structures was estimated using periodic boundary conditions within the DFT, resulting in the metallic characters of both the tube structures with and without the spiral triply linked porphyrin array. The relation between the diameters and strain energies of the tube and ball structures was also examined. The present fused zinc porphyrins may become more colorful materials with new optelectronic properties including artificial photosynthesis than the carbon nanotubes and fullerenes when the axial coordinations of the central metal of porphyrins are functionally used.